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In this paper we examine one of the recently proposed chaotic image encryption algorithms,
based on chaotic map lattices (CML). We show certain problems with the chaotic map, as well
as errors in the designed algorithm. Then we propose a way to improve it and present a new
version of algorithm and its implementation. At the end, we show the results of a security
analysis and a comparison of both schemes. These results were obtained in the MSc Thesis [25].
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Chaotic dynamical systems were independently identified by Edward Lorenz
and Yoshisuke Ueda in 1961. They started to be involved into secure commu-
nication in the 9th decade of the 20th century. First, the chaos-based security
research was concentrated on continuous (in time) dynamical systems, governed
by nonlinear differential equations, and two techniques: chaos control and chaos
synchronization. Such techniques are useful for secure streaming, analogous to
stream ciphers known in traditional cryptography. Then, discrete dynamical sys-
tems were applied in a way analogous to block cipher encryption. The second
technique started to be extensively studied when it was applied to image encryp-
tion, which needs very efficient algorithms (due to large sets of bits representing
multicolor pixels). In this paper, we propose an algorithm that could satisfy ex-
pectations of efficiency and security in a case of image encryption, both black
and white and color.

1. Introduction

Discrete chaotic dynamical systems are nonlinear, exponentially sensitive to
changes of initial conditions, the points of their trajectories take values from
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uncountable sets and their subsets of phase space, while the systems are ergodic
or mixing, are equiprobable and asymptotically statistically independent. More-
over, chaos may occur even in simple recursive equations. These properties are
very good from cryptographic point of view, which was intuitively described even
by Shannon [1], when he was introducing the concept of mixing in the infor-
mation theory field. Analogies between features of chaotic systems and prop-
erties of good cryptosystems are widely known [2–4]. The main problem, still
unsolved is how to transfer chaos into finite-state space-valued digital systems,
see [5]. Despite this, scientists are still trying to find a cryptographic application
of mathematical tools of the chaos theory. Many ideas concentrate on ciphers
based on discrete (in time) chaotic maps.

The first cipher of this class was proposed in 1991 by Habutsu et al. [6].
The transformation used was a tent map, a plain text was an initial condition
and a key was the map control parameter, which placed the top of a tent. This
cipher was easily broken [7]. The second idea was to insert the key into the ini-
tial condition of a dynamical system, proposed by Kotulski and Szczepański

[8]. Afterwards, Baptista [9] suggested a cryptosystem, in which both the ini-
tial condition and the control parameters played a role of a secret key. In the
next cryptosystem, [10], the inspiration was a thermodynamical model of a gas
particle, closed in a container, which is subject to a chaotic reflection law. This
time the map was two-dimensional and the key was one of the two initial con-
ditions. d-dimensional dynamical systems (previously agreed between communi-
cation sides) were a base of the cryptosystem introduced by Alvarez et al. [11].
In all of these systems the number of iterations of a chaotic map was limited
on the one hand by the condition of obtaining a statistically good (“random”)
ciphertext, on the other hand by the time of computation. These conditions, the
way of using the map and described forms of the key became typical for most of
the proposed ciphers. A more detailed review of propositions may be found [12].

There are attempts to apply discrete in time, chaotic systems also in im-
age encryption. Image encryption is connected with some specific problems [13],
such as: huge redundancy and size of data, strong correlation between pixels,
compression, different significance of bits (to human eye), speed of computation
(sometimes more important than high security level), etc. In many applications,
conventional encryption schemes are not suitable [14]. Consequently, many sci-
entists turned their attention to algorithms specifically designed for image and
video encryption and to be fast, including many chaotic encryption propositions
(e.g. SPIHT algorithm [15], CKBA [16], BRIE [17], cipher based on 3D Baker’s
transformation [18], RRS-CVES [19]). There exist two approaches: the first one
is to use chaos to permute the order of the pixels; the second one is based on
changing the numerical values responsible for the color of each pixel. There ap-
peared also some ideas to join these two operations, calling them the confusion
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phase and the diffusion phase [20]. The level of sophistication among the propo-
sitions on a secure chaotic cipher constantly grows, although most algorithms
turned out to be insecure (a detailed review [12]). One of the latest propositions
is the image encryption algorithm based on chaotic map lattices (CML) [21].
This cipher is the starting point of our paper.

The scheme of the paper is the following. Section 2 presents the original CML
algorithm. In Sec. 3 we point out some problems in this proposition. Next (in
Sec. 4), we introduce modifications, which improve the CML scheme. In Sec. 5
we present a security analysis of the modified algorithm. In the last Sec. 6 we
draw conclusions and show the direction of future works.

2. CML image encryption scheme

As it was mentioned, image encryption hides some specific problems, such
as huge redundancy and size of data or required effectiveness. Some scientists
believe that chaotic ciphers will turn out to be a good solution to these prob-
lems. An interesting proposition is the CML scheme [21]. This algorithm has
features similar to cipher-block-chaining (CBC) mode, known from the block ci-
phers theory [22]; here blocks are pixels. It means that the encrypted value of
a pixel depends not only on the value of the pixel itself but also on the values of
cryptograms of its neighbors. Such a property is especially important for image
encryption because any ECB mode (electronic code book mode, where identical
pixels are identically encrypted) does not hide contours of elements of a picture.

As a map, CML uses the logistic equation:

(2.1) xn+1 = axn(1 − xn),

where a ∈ (3.57, 4.00) is the control parameter. For all values of a there exist
uniquely determined values xmin and xmax, such that in successive iterations the
values of the variable xn don’t leave the range of [xmin, xmax]. Let us also define
δx = xmax − xmin.

Input data of the cipher are pixel matrices, i.e. three matrices of color com-
ponents in RGB coding, where each element of the matrix takes a value from 0
to 255. If the image is monochromatic, there is obviously one matrix of numbers
(grayscale values). The value of each color component of the pixel is used as
initial value for the logistic equation. Conversion to floating-point numbers and
back to colors are realized by formulas:

xc = xmin + δx

(

Cc

255

)

,(2.2)

Cc = round

(

(xc − xmin)
255

δx

)

,(2.3)
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where c = {R, G, B}, Cc is the c-th component of the color C, and xc is its flo-
ating-point value. The Eq. (2.3) should guarantee returning to the {0, 1, . . . , 255}
set, thus colors of pixels.

Encryption procedure

Let the plain image contain N × M = m pixels, and let i = 1, 2, . . . , m be
a pixel index. To make the description simpler, let us assume that the image is
black and white, represented by one matrix of numbers.

At the beginning, all pixels are changed to floating-point numbers, according
to Eq. (2.2). The value of m-th pixel is taken as an initial condition for the map,
i.e. x1

0 = xm
c . The value obtained from the map after n iterations is added to

the value of the first pixel x1
c , i.e. x1

c + x1
n = x1

c + Mn
(

x1
0

)

. If the sum exceeds
[xmin, xmax], it has to be normalized by subtracting δx. The obtained result is
overwritten as a value of the first pixel. This value becomes a new initial condition
for the map, which is iterated n times, and the obtained result is added to the
next pixel. The sum, if necessary, is normalized and overwritten on the next
pixel’s place and so on. The described procedure is carried through all pixels
and repeated j times for the entire image. Using Eq. (2.3) we convert numbers
to grayscale shades. If we have a color image, the algorithm is done subsequently
to all three RGB matrices.

The algorithm proposed in [21], in a more formal way, may be presented as:

Algorithm 1. CML cipher encryption procedure.

Input: j – number of cycles, part of a cipher key

m – number of pixels, part of a cipher key

IMG – stream of image pixels

n – number of iterations, part of a cipher key

M – chaotic map

p – control parameter, part of a cipher key

xmin, xmax – borders of the attractor, dependent on p

δx = xmax − xmin

Output: stream of encrypted pixels

1. for pixel← 1 to m do IMG(pixel)← xmin + δx
IMG(pixel)

255
2. for cycle← 1 to j do steps from 3 to 7

3. for pixel← 1 to m do steps from 4 to 7

4. x0 ← IMG(pixel − 1)

5. for i← 1 to n do xi ←M(xi−1, p)

6. IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel) + xn

7. if IMG(pixel) > xmax do IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel )− δx

8. for pixel ← 1 to m do IMG(pixel)← round
�
(IMG(pixel)− xmin)

255

δx

�
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As a pixel preceding the first one, the last image pixel is taken.
The secret key of the algorithm consists of four numbers: the control para-

meter a, the number of iterations n, the number of cycles j and the size of the
image m = N × M , i.e. the tuple {a, n, j, m}.

Decryption procedure

Again, let us assume for simplicity, that the encrypted image is black and
white.

Firstly, to recover the original image, pixels of ciphertext should be converted
to a matrix of floating-point numbers. Then, from the value of m-th pixel we
subtract the value of the previous pixel, which was earlier iterated n times on
the chaotic map. If the result is less than 0, it should be normalized by adding
δx. These operations are repeated for all pixels of the image, remembering about
the assumed condition for the last pixel. The whole image is processed j times.
If we have a color image, we expand the algorithm in a way analogous to the
encryption procedure.

The decryption algorithm may be presented more formally as:

Algorithm 2. CML cipher decryption procedure.

Input: j – number of cycles, part of a cipher key

m – number of pixels, part of a cipher key

IMG – stream of encrypted image pixels

n – number of iterations, part of a cipher key

M – chaotic map

p – control parameter, part of a cipher key

xmin, xmax – borders of the attractor, dependent on p

δx = xmax − xmin

Output: stream of decrypted pixels

1. for pixel ← m to 1 do IMG(pixel)← xmin + δx
IMG(pixel)

255
2. for cycle ← j to j do steps from 3 to 7

3. for pixel ← m to 1 do steps from 4 to 7

4. x0 ← IMG(pixel − 1)

5. for i← 1 to n do xi ←M(xi−1, p)

6. IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel)− xn

7. if IMG(pixel) < 0 do IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel) + δx

8. for pixel ← 1 to m do IMG(pixel)← round
�
(IMG(pixel)− xmin)

255

δx

�
Again, as a pixel preceding the first one, the last image pixel is taken.
To achieve a reasonable security level, authors [21] recommend using the key

values not smaller than: n = 75 and j = 3. Obviously, along with the growth
of the both parameters, the computation time of the algorithm also grows. As
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a remedy, the authors claim that it is possible to increase the security level, by
simply using different values of a and n for each pixel. It does not increase the
computation time significantly.

3. Certain problems with CML encryption scheme

The version of CML algorithm, presented in [21], unfortunately contains sev-
eral mistakes and inaccuracies, which make the algorithm impossible for prac-
tical use. In this section we point out the observed inaccuracies of the algo-
rithm.

There exists a problem with conversion from floating-point numbers to pixel
colors in the algorithm. Using round(·) operator results in small information
leakage and initial conditions for the map in the encryption device, and the
decryption device are slightly different. Because of exponential sensitivity of
chaotic maps, it makes a proper decryption of the original image impossible.
Table 1 illustrates quantitatively this fact.

Table 1. Values of exemplary pixels in encryption device and decryption device
as initial conditions, values obtained from them by using the logistic map with
a = 3.9 and n = 75 and the error between these values. Slight differences grow

exponentially and are unpredictable. Therefore, a proper decryption
is impossible.

initial
condition

in encryption

initial
condition

in decryption

value
from the map
(encryption)

value
from the map
(decryption)

error
error

percent [%]

0.457858 0.457389 0.957239 0.964287 0.007048 0.736

0.632534 0.629926 0.869645 0.904273 0.034628 3.982

0.694364 0.692040 0.103459 0.645242 0.541783 523.669

0.781274 0.778308 0.612869 0.319281 0.293588 47.904

0.811925 0.809365 0.155187 0.908149 0.752962 485.197

0.299123 0.298655 0.335547 0.910547 0.575000 171.362

0.258364 0.257247 0.732454 0.900507 0.168053 22.944

0.973357 0.971549 0.146878 0.974617 0.827739 563.556

0.375212 0.374572 0.098140 0.343083 0.244943 249.585

0.169265 0.167527 0.432184 0.097871 0.334313 77.354

It may be considered, whether the algorithm in authors’ intention would not
have worked in a different way: it were the floating-point numbers which should
be transmitted, not the colors. Unfortunately, this form of algorithm means
that the size of transmitted data grows (using floating-point variables) and that
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the attack on the key-space is possible (we can easily extract extreme values
from a ciphertext, which would be close to xmin, xmax, uniquely determining the
parameter a).

There is also another problem. In order to have the floating-point values not
exceeding the borders of an attractor, i.e. in the range of [xmin, xmax], the nor-
malization process was introduced (adding and subtracting δx). Unfortunately,
the normalization process does not work properly, what is illustrated in Tables 2
and 3 (it was assumed that the encryption procedure encounters values close to
the extreme).

Table 2. Result of executing the algorithm on the extreme values xmax = 0.9 and
xmin = 0.1, with δx = 0.9− 0.1 = 0.8. In the right down quarter we can see leaving

the range of [xmin, xmax], to which normalization ought to prevent.

+ 0.1 0.9

0.1 0.2 1.0− δx = 0.2

0.9 1.0− δx = 0.2 1.8− δx = 1.0

Table 3. Result of executing the algorithm on the extreme values xmax = 0.9 and
xmin = 0.1, with δx = 0.9− 0.1 = 0.8. In three cases we see 0, which means leaving

the range of [xmin, xmax], which normalization ought to prevent.

– 0.1 0.9

0.1 0.0 −0.8 + δx = 0.0

0.9 0.8 0.0

As we can see, with the values close to extreme, it occurs that normalization
causes leaving outside the attractor.

Moreover, the algorithm brings some questions about the map. A dynamical
system is chaotic, when it is mixing and has at least one positive Lyapunov
exponent [23]. The logistic map is chaotic for control parameters a > s∞, where
s∞ = 3.5699 . . . is the Feigenbaum point. Unfortunately, for the logistic map,
even for many isolated values a > s∞, the Lyapunov exponents λ take negative
values (a diagram of numerical calculations may be seen e.g. in [24]). To those
a, chaos does not appear in the system and as we know, security of the cipher
was based on chaos. What is more, using the chaotic map in finite precision
is associated with a so-called dynamical degradation. It emerges as a result of
quantization of state space of the mathematical system, which operates in the
set equivalent with R. This phenomenon causes appearing of short cycles and
general worsening of statistical properties of a system [5, 12]. It may also be used
to attack a chaotic cryptosystem [12].
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In the CML algorithm, the size of the key-space depends on types of variables
used in the implementation, which was not precisely defined by the authors.
What is more, the range of parameters n and j is obviously limited and makes
a small contribution to overall size of the key-space. Using different values of n
and a for each pixel, which was suggested in [21], is not a good idea because of
the large length of such a key.

4. An improved CML algorithm

Because of the problems described above, we try to show the direction of
necessary changes in the CML algorithm. As a chaotic map we chose the 1D
piece-wise linear chaotic map (1D PWLCM) defined by the formula:

(4.1) F (x, p) =



























x/p, x ∈ [0, p),

(x − p)/(0.5 − p), x ∈ [p, 0.5),

(1 − x − p)/(0.5 − p), x ∈ [0.5, 1 − p),

(1 − x)/p, x ∈ [1 − p, 1],

where p ∈ (0, 0.5) (see Fig. 1). The map is simple (easy to compute) and is
chaotic in the whole range of parameter p changes [12].

Fig. 1. 1D piece-wise linear chaotic map, defined by Eq. (4.1).
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In order to avoid effects of dynamical degradation, we use a perturbation
algorithm [12], defined by the formula:

(4.2) xi+1 = rem (F (xi) + ri, 1) ,

where F : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a given chaotic map, ri ∈ (0, 1) – i-th pseudo-
random number from the generator with uniform distribution (PRNG), which
perturbs the map, and rem(· , 1) means taking rest from division by 1 (taking
the fractional part). The state of generator is determined by a number s (gen-
erator seed). With this map, conversion to floating-point numbers is done by
simple division by 255, while returning to colors is done by multiplication by
255 and rounding to the nearest integer. Conversion does not make problems
with decryption, because it is done always before and after making n iterations
on the map. Therefore, it costs more computations. All the other operations are
performed in group Z256 and the normalization process has an obvious nature
of adding or subtracting 256. The key of the cipher is a pair (p, s), i.e., the
map control parameter p and the seed s of the pseudorandom number gene-
rator.

Encryption and decryption procedures are described below.

Algorithm 3. Improved CML cipher encryption procedure.

Input: s – seed, part of a cipher key

j – number of cycles

m – number of pixels

IMG – stream of image pixels

n – number of iterations

M – chaotic map

p – control parameter, part of a cipher key

RAND – stream of pseudorandom numbers from PRNG

Output: stream of encrypted pixels

1. initialize pseudorandom number generator with seed s

2. for i← 1 to j ·m do RAND(i)← next number from PRNG

3. for cycle← 1 to j do steps from 4 to 10

4. for pixel ← 1 to m do steps from 5 to 10

5. x0 ←
IMG(pixel − 1)

255
6. for i← 1 to n do xi ←M(xi−1, p)

7. k = m · (cycle − 1) + pixel

8. xn ← (xn + RAND(k)) mod 1

9. IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel) + round(xn · 255)

10. if IMG(pixel) > 255 do IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel)− 256
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Algorithm 4. Improved CML cipher decryption procedure.

Input: s – seed, part of a cipher key

j – number of cycles

m – number of pixels

IMG – stream of encrypted image pixels

n – number of iterations

M – chaotic map

p – control parameter, part of a cipher key

RAND – stream of pseudorandom numbers from PRNG

Output: stream of decrypted pixels

1. initialize pseudorandom number generator with seed s

2. for i← 1 to j ·m do RAND(i)← next number from PRNG

3. for cycle← j to 1 do steps from 4 to 10

4. for pixel← m to 1 do steps from 5 to 10

5. x0 ←
IMG(pixel − 1)

255
6. for i← 1 to n do xi ←M(xi−1, p)

7. k = m · (cycle − 1) + pixel

8. xn ← (xn + RAND(k)) mod 1

9. IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel)− round(xn · 255)

10. if IMG(pixel) < 0 do IMG(pixel)← IMG(pixel) + 256

In both algorithms, as a pixel preceding the first one, the last image pixel
is taken. Parameter k is used for indexing the stream from PRNG. As we can
see, in the decryption procedure the numbers from generator are used in reverse
order. Other operations were described above.

5. Implementation and security analysis

The improved version of the CML algorithm, presented above, was imple-
mented in Matlab language to study its practical functioning. In our implemen-
tation p is a double precision floating-point number and s is an unsigned integer,
both 64-bits. Entropy measurement and symmetry of the map [24] cause that
the bit count of p is effectively equal to 53. Thus the size of the key-space is
about 253 × 264 = 2117, which is quite good for some applications.

The tests were done for an image of the size 256×256. The ciphertext turned
out to be illegible even after a small number of iterations (e.g. n = 5), although it
was checked that the ciphertext is not sensitive to small changes in the key. Thus,
the accepted values were n = 25 and j = 5. The used key was (0.12345, 123).
The plain image, the encrypted image and their grayscale histograms are shown
in Fig. 2.
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 2. Plain image (a), encrypted image (c) and their histograms (b and d).

As we can see, the encryption process is quite good with making histogram of
grayscale values flat. It was checked that increasing iteration and cycle numbers
do not provide significant improvement. In fact, histogram d) is not better than
histogram made after only a few iterations and cycles. A situation with pixel’s
correlation is similar, see Fig. 3.

Tests of the sensitivity on a key change was carried out with parameters
n = 25, j = 5. Firstly, the (0.222, 2) key was used, then (0.222 − 2−53, 2). Next,
we took the first part of the key as constant and changed the other. First, the
key was (0.222, 123456789), then (0.222, 123456788). Results of the subtraction
of the encrypted image pairs are shown in Fig. 4.

The obtained ciphertexts in the a) case are identical only in 0.36%, whereas
in case b) only in 0.41%. In the next test we encrypted the image with the key
(0.222, 2) and decrypted with the key (0.222 − 2−53, 2). The other pair of keys
was investigated analogously. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 3. Correlation between the neighboring pixels of plain image and encrypted image:
horizontally (a and b), vertically (c and d).

a) b)

Fig. 4. Result of subtracting the images encrypted with the keys: a) (0.222, 2) and�
0.222 − 2−53, 2

�
; b) (0.222, 123456789) and (0.222, 123456788).
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a) b)

Fig. 5. Result of decryption an encrypted image using another key: a) encryption using
(0.222, 2), decryption using (0.222 − 2−53, 2); b) encryption using (0.222, 123456789),

decryption using (0.222, 123456788).

For the tests of sensitivity on small plain image changes, we used an image
created by making black a square of 2×2 pixels of the original image. We used the
key equal to (0.222, 2), n = 25 iterations, j = 5 cycles. The result of subtracting
of both images is presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Result of subtracting of two ciphertexts, obtained form very similar images and the
same key.

The obtained ciphertexts are identical only in 0.39%. Thus, the cipher is
sensitive to small changes in the plain image.
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As it was mentioned, the proposed cipher’s nature is similar to CBC en-
cryption mode. We think that this property makes the chosen-plaintext attack
difficult. Using chaos should prevent the cipher from the known-plaintext and
ciphertext-only attacks.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented several improvements of the errors found in
the CML algorithm [21]. Our improved version of the cryptosystem is defined
precisely, works properly and is ready for implementation. To work correctly, it
does not have to make the data bigger by using floating point numbers to trans-
mit the ciphertext. A comparison of both versions of the algorithm is presented
in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of the two versions of the CML algorithm.

Feature CML algorithm New CML algorithm

key format {a, n, j, m} ={map control para-
meter, number of iterations, num-
ber of cycles, image size}

{p, s} ={map control parameter,
PRNG seed}

chaotic map used logistic map 1D PWLCM Eq. (4.1)

dynamical
degradation
prevention

–
perturbation algorithm, defined by
Eq. (4.2)

conversion
to/from colors

twice: at the beginning and at the
end; does not work properly

always before iterating map n ti-
mes and after perturbation algo-
rithm; works properly

normalization by Eq. (2.2) and (2.3); does not
work properly

by simple subtracting and adding
256; works properly

key length using double precision numbers,
256 × 256 image and few more as-
sumptions, about 253 × 25 × 22 ×
28 × 28 = 276

about 2117

ciphertext/
plaintext ratio

using floating point numbers as

a ciphertext,
m · 64 bits
m · 8 bits

= 8

m · 8 bits
m · 8 bits

= 1

Implementation made in Matlab language intensively increases the random-
ness of the image, even with small number of iterations. The pattern of the
image is disappearing, the image looks like noise, histogram of grayscale values
is flat and the correlation vanishes. The influence of the key and plain image to
ciphertext is large, but the required number of iterations and cycles is bigger
than the one required to obtain a ciphertext with a flat histogram. The size of
the key-space in this implementation is about 2117.
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The proposed algorithm was tested with respect to its correctness, reversibil-
ity (in decryption device) and being ready for implementation. To test its ef-
fectiveness in professional applications, additional work should be carried out
to write the adequate computer code in an optimal way. The required studies
should include a choice of an appropriate PRNG in Algorithms 3 and 4.
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